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Vorticella convallaria is a genus of protozoa living in fresh water. It has a bell-shaped
zooid equipped with adoral ciliary bands and a contractile stalk tethering the zooid to a
substrate. Vorticella is regarded as a biological spring because its contractile stalk can pull
the zooid towards the substrate at a remarkably high speed and then relaxes to its extended
state much more slowly. However, reasons for Vorticella’s stalk contraction are still
unknown. It is presumed that the flow field induced by the contraction-relaxation cycle of
Vorticella would augment mass transfer effect near the substrate. We investigated this
hypothesis with an experimental Vorticella model with particle tracking velocimetry and a
computational fluid dynamics model. In both approaches, Vorticella is modeled as a solid
sphere translating perpendicular to a solid surface in water. After having been validated by
the experimental model and verified by grid convergence index test, the computational
model simulated water flow caused by Vorticella during the cycle, based on the measured
time course of stalk length changes of Vorticella. We calculated the trajectory of particles,
which were uniformly distributed near Vorticella initially, based on the simulated flow
field, and then evaluated the mass transfer effect of Vorticella’s stalk contraction-relaxation
by spatial point analysis. The results illustrated that the uniformly distributed particles were
transferred to the area away from the Vorticella radially, and became more clustered

against a statistical model of purely random point pattern. The results indicate the mass
transfer effect has been enhanced in the vicinity of Vorticella.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Vorticella convallaria is a sessile form of ciliates protozoa that lives in water. It has a bellshaped zooid equipped with two motile organelles: the oral cilia and the contractile stalk
(Fig. 1.1a). Vorticella beats the oral cilia to induce feeding currents transferring edible
particles, such as bacteria, towards the zooid [1-4]. The 100-μm-long stalk tethers the zooid
to a substrate, it coils pulling the zooid towards the substrate and then relaxes to its
extended state, resulting water flow by the stalk motion of Vorticella [5]. The ciliated
motion of Vorticella is inactive during the stalk contraction-relaxation. In terms of speed,
the maximum speed of stalk contraction approaches to 1,200 body lengths per second,
which makes Vorticella a fastest animal relative to their body length [6].
However, it is unknown that why Vorticella contracts and extends the stalk. Because
Vorticella lives on a solid surface where the natural convection is limited, it is presumed
that water flow induced by its stalk contraction-relaxation cycle may be useful for
replenishment of food supply [5]. Figure 1.1a shows the stalk contraction motion of
Vorticella. The stalk contracts in less than 10 ms, accelerating to its maximum speed of
~50 mm/s, and decelerating until the stalk reaches 20-40% of its extended length. After
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Figure 1.1: (a) Stalk contraction of Vorticella. The stalk starts to contract at t = 0 ms [7].
(b) Flow caused by Vorticella contraction at t = 0.74 ms. Red arrows represent the flow
field caused by the contraction, and blue arrows indicate the entire flow directions [7].
Scale bars: 50 μm.

that, the stalk returns to its original length in a few seconds. The shrunken zooid of
Vorticella can be assumed as a sphere (15~20 μm in radius). Therefore, the Reynolds
number exceeds unity resulted from a fast accelerating and decelerating motion of the zooid
in the contraction phase. In the relaxation phase, the Reynolds number is much smaller
than unity and the flow becomes Stokes flow.
Studies investigated the flow induced during the stalk contraction-relaxation cycle of
Vorticella. Vopel et al. employed a flow microsensor to measure flow field around a
solitary marine Vorticella [8]. They concluded that the fluxes of water induced by the stalk
contraction are much smaller than those induced by the stalk relaxation. They also
suggested that the stalk contraction may play an important role in Vorticella feeding
process. However, any possible effects of the feeding current by ciliate motion were not
removed from analyzing Vorticella-induced flow field. Ryu and Matsudaira examined
water flow around contracting Vorticella by employing experimental and computational
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fluid dynamics (CFD) methodologies [5]. Vorticella was assumed in their CFD model to
be a sphere translating towards a solid plane perpendicularly. Because of this simple
assumption, there was no contribution of feeding current on estimating fluid transport of
the stalk contraction. However, ignorance of effects of the stalk may lead to inaccurate
estimations of flow field.
In spite of the previous works, very little is known about how Vorticella utilizes its
contraction-relaxation cycle. To answer this question, I hypothesis that Vorticella utilizes
temporal asymmetries in flow fields that result from its fast contraction and slow relaxation
to enhance mass transport effect near the substrate. This hypothesis is based on the
observation that the contractile motion of Vorticella drives surrounding water to flow
towards the substrate, causing transfers of particles (Fig. 1.1b). A similar system is the
antennules of lobsters. Goldman and Koehl illustrated how a lobster captures odorant
molecules from surrounding water. The lobster flicks its antennule in a particular way of
moving down rapidly and up slowly, resulting the downstroke Re (exceeds unity) is
significantly greater than the upstroke Re (less than unity). The asymmetries in flow field
between two strokes are adopted by lobster to collect odorant molecules for sniffing [9].
The research process is shown in Fig. 1.2. To investigate this hypothesis, I employed an
experimental approach with particle tracking velocimetry (PTV) technique and a
computational approach with CFD. The PTV experiments were led by Dr. Admiraal in
UNL Civil Engineering department. We created an experimental model of Vorticella in the
PTV experiments. We achieved the geometrical similarity between the experimental
model and a real Vorticella studied by Ryu et al. [5], but the dynamic similarity was not
achieved due to experimental equipment limitations. Therefore, the experimental model
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of Vorticella was a scaled model of the real Vorticella in geometry but not in motions. We
utilized this experimental model of Vorticella to experimentally validate the CFD
simulations. We measured flow field of the experimental model, and then we compared the
flow fields from the experimental model with those from the CFD simulations for
validation of the macro scale Vorticella CFD model.
The CFD simulations were conducted with COMSOL Multiphysics, which is a commercial
software package based on the finite element method (FEM). Followed by the dimension
of the experimental model, I created a macro scale CFD model of Vorticella for validation.
After validating this CFD model, I scaled down this model to the real scale of Vorticella,
and applied the stalk length change profile obtained from the real Vorticella’s motion. A
micro scale Vorticella CFD model was then created for analyzing mass transfer effect of
the contraction-relaxation of Vorticella. For verification part, the grid used for the CFD
models was inspected with grid convergence index (GCI).
The flow fields obtained from the micro scale Vorticella CFD model were then used for
tracing particles. After obtained time-dependent particle data, the particles’ spatial point
patterns were analyzed for evaluation of the mass transfer effect in the vicinity of the CFDbased Vorticella model.
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the experimental model
and method on particle tracking velocimetry technique. Chapter 3 gives a description of
the computational method on CFD simulation. Chapter 4 present the spatial analysis of
point patterns for evaluating the mass transfer effect. Finally, Chapter 5 and 6 contain
results and conclusions of the study.
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Figure 1.2: Schematic of research process
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Chapter 2
Experimental Method
In this chapter, an experimental Vorticella model in particle tracking velocimetry
experiments are described. The chapter first discusses the geometrical similarity between
the experimental model and the real Vorticella. Second, a new velocity profile mimicking
the contraction-relaxation of Vorticella are introduced in the PTV experiments. Third, the
PTV experimental setup and the flow measurement methods are detailed. Finally, the flow
measured from the experimental model of Vorticella will be compared with CFD
simulations for validation purpose.
The PTV experimental model of Vorticella is a scaled-up model of a real Vorticella. From
the previous measurements [5], the fully extended and contracted length of the stalk were
116.8 μm and 22.5 μm, respectively. The radius of the zooid of Vorticella was 16.4 μm.
An acrylic sphere with the diameter of 2.54 cm was mounted on a stainless rod with a
diameter of 0.238 cm as a scaled-up Vorticella’s zooid and stalk. To achieve the
geometrical similarity, we followed the scale ratio of 774:1 between the experimental
model and the real Vorticella. It gives the maximum and minimum lengths of displacement
of the sphere were 9.04 cm and 1.75 cm, respectively. The model was placed in a 61 cm-
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long by 61 cm-wide, water-filled glass tank (Fig. 2.1). A thick acrylic plate was placed as
the ceiling for the 62 cm-high flow domain. The rod was attached to a linear translation
stage that located above the acrylic ceiling. The motion of the rod was controlled by a
Parallax Propeller microcontroller which was programmed to cause the sphere to oscillate
perpendicularly to the ceiling. The ceiling has a hole slightly larger than the diameter of
the rod, which allows the rod to move through the ceiling freely.
As I indicated in chapter 1, we have not achieved the dynamic similarity between the
experimental Vorticella model and the real Vorticella. To achieve the dynamic similarity,
the Reynolds number between the experimental model and real Vorticella should be
identical through all time steps. Therefore, the sphere velocity would be proportionally
reduced by the factor of 774 (from scale ratio of 774:1). The maximum velocity of
Vorticella is ~50 mm/s, if the water used for the PTV experiments, the maximum velocity
of the experimental model will be scaled down to 0.064 mm/s. As a result, the PTV
experiments will be inaccurate. The main reasons are (1) the scaled-down velocities of
experimental model are much smaller than the minimum speed resolution of the linear
translation stage, the linear translation stage will not create a smooth velocity profile, and
(2) the natural convection of flow in the water tank will spoil the PTV accuracy, especially
in the low-speed relaxation period.
Based on the above discussion, we applied a sinusoid function for mimicking the
contraction period of the prototype Vorticella for CFD validation purpose. The
displacement of the sphere was then given by
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Figure 2.1: Images of (a) the experimental facility, (b) the magnified view of acrylic sphere
and rod. Images are from Dr. Admiraal.
mod (t ,4 )  2
 0.1497 sin (t )  0.15915 mod t ,2 Lmin  Lmax   Lmax ,
L(t )  
 0.1497 sin (t )  0.15915 mod t ,2   2 Lmin  Lmax   Lmin , mod t ,4   2

(2.1)

where t is time in second (0 ≤ t ≤ 16π), and Lt  is the distance in cm between the sphere
and the ceiling. Lmax  9.04 cm and Lmin  1.75 cm are the maximum and minimum value
of L(t), which were scaled from the stalk lengths of the prototype Vorticella. Because a
complete cycle took 4π seconds, the mod function describes multiple cycles based on the
same initial period of 0 ≤ t ≤ 4π. Equation 2.1 was used to drive the linear stage (Fig. 2.2).
The maximum velocity of the sphere was 2.25 cm/s at t = π, 3π, 5π, … seconds. Since
water temperature was between 23~23.5 ℃, the maximum Reynolds number was about
620. Even though this is much higher than the maximum Reynolds number of the prototype
Vorticella, it is still laminar flow.
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The particle tracking velocimetry (abbreviated as PTV, is a velocimetry method to measure
velocities of particles by tracing particles’ motion in Lagrangian reference) was utilized to
measure the flow field caused by the oscillating sphere. A 50 mJ 532 nm Nd:YAG dualhead laser with a pulse rate of 30 Hz was used for illuminating fluorescent particles (Fig.
2.1b). The fluorescent particles for flow tracing were made using a mixture of polyester
resin beads and Rhodamine [10]. A 1280×960 pixel AVT Prosilica 1290 camera was used
to collect images of the particles. The PTV algorithm used for velocity measurements was
a multi-frame algorithm developed by Dr. Admiraal [11, 12].
Figure 2.2 shows the time points of an individual PTV measurement. Labview (a visual
programming language used for various applications such as data acquisition, instrument
control) was used to control the timing of the camera, and programed to automatically store
images to the computer. An individual PTV measurement cycle consists of four complete
oscillating cycles, which lasts 16π seconds. The Labview sent a command to the camera to
initiate the data collection process, the linear translation stage was then trigged by the signal
sent from the camera for the purpose of achieving the same starting point between the
camera and the linear stage. 1034 images captured during 2.75 cycles were discarded (the
shaded region in Fig. 2.2), and then, 360 images were captured and saved in the computer
for PTV flow measurement. A reason for image dump is for not reaching the maximum
storage capacity of the computer hardware. Furthermore, the first three cycles were
necessary for eliminating any influences from natural convection of particles. Actual
velocity measurement started at the 2.75 oscillating cycle (t = 11π sec), and the velocity
field was measured at 30 time points with an increment of 1/24 cycle period. In addition,
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the velocity fields measured at (1) 12π, (2) 13π, and (3) 14π seconds were used for
quantitative comparison with CFD simulation (points 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 2.2).

Figure 2.2: Displacement profile of the scaled model and PTV measurement scheme.
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Chapter 3
Computational Method
The focus of the chapter 2 was on the experimental Vorticella model in particle tracking
velocimetry experiments. In this chapter, the computational methods used in this research
will be addressed and the CFD-based Vorticella model will be introduced as well. The
experimental model is used for validating the macro scale CFD Vorticella model. The grid
convergence index (GCI) is applied for verifying the computational models. After having
been validated and verified, the micro scale CFD Vorticella model is generated by scaling
down the macro scale model. The micro scale CFD model is then used for analyzing mass
transfer effect of the real scale Vorticella.
The computational methods include: the CFD simulations, the GCI test, and the timedependent particle tracing developed by myself. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
is to analyze fluid flow and heat transfer problems by using numerical methods and
algorithms. The fundamental idea of CFD is to numerically solve partial differential
equations describing fluid flow, heat transfer or other related physical phenomena by
computer. A typical procedure of CFD analysis consists of three steps: pre-processing,
solving, and post-processing. The pre-processing is to formulate the problem and discretize
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the entire solving domain by constructing grid. The post-processing is to analysis and
visualize the data obtained from the solving process. In this study, the time-dependent
particle tracing is a post-processing for visualizing particle trajectories in the flow field.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 is concerned with the macro and micro
scale CFD model of Vorticella. The grid convergence index is introduced in section 3.2 for
the verification purpose of computational models. Finally, the time-dependent particle
tracing is introduced for evaluating mass transfer effect using the micro scale CFD model
in section 3.3.

3.1 Model Descriptions
3.1.1 Macro Scale Vorticella Model
The governing equations that used in this study are the continuity equation and the NavierStokes equations for incompressible Newtonian fluids, which are given by

u  0

(3.1a)





 
u
   u   u  p   2u  g  F
t

(3.1b)


where u is the velocity vectors of flow field,  is the density, p is the hydraulic pressure,

 is the dynamic viscosity, g is the gravitational force,



F is additional body forces

2
acting on the fluid, and  u is the shear stress. In this study, equations 3.1a and 3.1b
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were solved with COMSOL Multiphysics. Figure 3.1 shows the macro scale CFD model
of

Figure 3.1: Macro scale CFD model of Vorticella. Inset: magnified view of the
computational grid in the vicinity of the spherical cell body.

Vorticella which was used for comparisons with the PTV experiments. As shown in the
figure, the moving zooid of Vorticella and its substrate were modeled as a rigid sphere and
a solid plane, respectively. The model of Vorticella was translated based on Equation 2.1
and hence its motion was analogical to that of the experimental model. The complicated
geometry of the coiling stalk of Vorticella was simplified by adding a slender stem part
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connecting the sphere and the bottom boundary. This solid model stem was also necessary
for comparison with the PTV experiment. The assigned boundary conditions contain
axisymmetric boundary condition, no-slip boundary condition, and moving wall no-slip
boundary condition (distinguished in color in Fig. 3.1). It should be noted that the boundary
conditions shown in Fig. 3.1 did not specify pressure boundary condition. Therefore, we
needed to have an additional pressure constraint applied somewhere in the flow domain for
initiating numerical iterations. Candidate locations mush have a relatively small influence
on the correctness of the solutions on the whole domain. For that reason, a pressure point
constraint condition (p = 0) was applied to the point located at the upper right corner.
A structured quadrilateral grid was used to discretize the computational domain. For stable
numerical convergence, the grid was deliberately split into three major parts (top, middle,
and bottom; contract/expand, undeformed, and expand/contract), and the Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) moving mesh feature of COMSOL Multiphysics was applied.
Note that if we applied the moving boundary condition to the sphere and rod without such
a treatment, the grids would be undoubtedly twisted and intertwinded to each other shortly,
which could eventually leading to failures in numerical convergence. This would happen
because the movement of grid points on the moving boundaries was not synchronized with
their associated inner grid points. To prevent this problem, we kept the grid topology of
the three parts totally independent of each other when the moving boundary conditions
were assigned. The ALE moving mesh feature was implemented to move the undeformed
domain with the moving spherical cell body, whilst the grids in the other two domains have
freedom to deform in accordance with motion of the central domain. Therefore, we
substantially eliminated any unwillingly twisted grid when the grid starts to move.
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3.1.2 Micro Scale Vorticella Model
The micro scale CFD model of Vorticella is geometrically similar to the macro scale CFD
model, and its size is the same as the prototype Vorticella. Based on the scale ratio of 774:1,
the dimensions of flow domain and its associated grid in the macro CFD model were
proportionally reduced to the micro scale. The no-slip and axisymmetric boundary
conditions were not changed. The only dissimilarity between them was the stalk length
change profile. The stalk length profile of the prototype Vorticella was divided into the
contraction period and the relaxation period. In this model, the stalk length profile of the
contraction period was experimentally obtained from a real Vorticella’s motion [5]. The
stalk length was described as
1.243
Lt   Lmin 
t

 
 sech

4 
Lmax  Lmin 
 9.263  10  

0.873

0 s  t  0.025 s

(3.2)

where Lt  is the stalk length. Lmax  116.8 μm and Lmin  22.5 μm are the end-to-end length
of the fully extended and coiled stalk, respectively. Equation 3.2 can represent the stalk
length change in contraction period (Fig. 3.2a). For the relaxation period, I used an equation
similar to Equation 3.2 and fitted it against six data sets of the stalk length change L(t)
during the relaxation period measured from three Vorticella cells [7]. Eventually, I
obtained the following equation
1.016
Lt   Lmax 
 t  0.025  
 sech
 
Lmin  Lmax 
 0.934  

2.287

0.025 s  t  4 s

(3.3)
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can be used for the stalk length change in relaxation period (Fig. 3.2b). By assigning
Equations 3.2 and 3.3 for the moving no-slip boundary conditions, the micro scale CFD
model of Vorticella simulated the complete cycle of contraction-relaxation of the prototype
Vorticella. The entire period of this cycle was 4 seconds long.
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Figure 3.2: Images of (a) contraction stalk length change, (b) relaxation stalk length
change in micro scale CFD model of Vorticella.

3.2 Grid Convergence Index
3.2.1 Introduction
In section 3.1, I introduced the macro and micro scale CFD models of Vorticella. Before
comparing the macro scale CFD model with the experimental model for validation, the
verification of CFD model should be addressed firstly. In this study, the macro and micro
scale CFD models shared the same grid. Because the flow of the fast contraction and slow
relaxation in the micro scale model was more sensitive to the grid quality than the macro
scale model, we carried out the grid convergence index tests in the micro scale CFD model
for the verification purpose. After the grid having been verified, I applied this verified grid
to the macro and micro scale CFD models for validation with PTV experiments and further
analysis of mass transfer effect of the prototype Vorticella.
The grid convergence index (GCI) was first proposed for reporting grid quality in
computational fluid dynamics [13]. It has been widely accepted for the evaluation of spatial
uncertainties of CFD simulations. The basic concept of GCI is derived from Richardson
Extrapolation (see details in Appendix A). The grid convergence index tests were
performed for the velocity fields at 0.001 seconds (Vorticella reached its maximum speed)
after the initiation of the contraction-relaxation cycle. The GCI was evaluated by a relative
error of velocity magnitude and direction at 508 node points chosen in the interrogation
window as shown in Fig. 3.3a. The node points along the boundary were not taken into
consideration because they were not dependent on the grid refinement. If we considered
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them, GCI value will be underestimated. The relative error of velocity magnitude and
direction between coarse and fine solutions is defined as

Figure 3.3: (a) The grid points inside GCI interrogation window from the coarsest grid. Red
points were utilized for GCI test while the blue points along the boundaries had been
1 to ○
8 are the eight subexcluded from the GCI test. (b) Grid configuration details. ○
domains with different grid distributions. Red and Blue are the control lines for the moving
mesh feature. We prescribed the same velocity as Vorticella for the blue line. The red line
was configured by setting as freely in vertical motion. Green is the interrogation window
for grid convergence study.

i 

f i ,coarse  f i , fine
f i , fine

where f is either the magnitude or direction of flow velocity vectors.

(3.4)
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The root-mean-square of the relative error was used to as a global scalar measure of grid
convergence for the points considered inside the interrogation window:
1/ 2

 rms

 n  i2 
  i 1 
 n 



(3.5)

where n is the total number of points considered for GCI (=508). The GCI used in this
study is then defined as

GCI  3

 rms
r p 1

(3.6)

1/ 2

 N fine 

r  
 N coarse 

(3.7)

where r is the refinement ratio, N is the total number of elements over the whole
computational domain and p is the order of convergence. I used a second-order
discretization method for velocity components, and thus p = 2. The GCI depends on the
assumption that the Taylor series expansion is valid asymptotically. That is, the two grids
are within the asymptotic range if the grid has been sufficiently refined. Therefore, the
following equality has been monitored

GCI 12  r p GCI 23

(3.8)

where the subscript 1 is the coarse grid, 2 is the intermediate grid, and 3 is the finer grid.
When the equality holds, it indicates that the asymptotic range has been achieved.

3.2.2 Refinement Method
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In this study, seven consecutive refined grids were generated. The grid distribution
functions were defined independently in the eight sub-domains as shown in Fig 3.3b. These
functions determined the number and stretch ratio of grid elements for each sub-domain. I
defined one global parameter that was used to synchronously adjust these functions to
achieve structured grid refinements. The parametric solver was applied to scan this global
parameter to acquire solutions from different refined grids.
It is ideal that the grid convergence study can be performed by evaluating values from the
identical node points between coarse and fine grids. However, there was a spatial shift of
node positions between differently refined grids. This spatial shift arose from the different
stretch ratio used for obtaining a finer grid in certain area, such as the area close the
boundaries. Because I used second-order elements for approximating the velocity
components, a third-order Lagrangian interpolation method was chosen for data
interpolation between the coarse and fine grids [14]. In addition, the node points from the
coarsest grid (n = 508) served as the reference for interpolation because interpolation from
a fine to coarse grid causes less error (Fig. 3.3a).
The expected refinement ratio r = 1.3 was chosen for GCI test. The mesh refinement ratio
can be simply calculated using equation 3.6. However, it is desirable for a uniform
refinement purpose to check the deviation between the observed refinement ratio and the
expected refinement ratio. The data are listed in Table 3.1. It shows that although the global
refinement ratios were close to the expected value, the local ratios has slight deviations
from the expected value. The maximum relative errors between the observed and expected
refinement ratios vary by 3% with respective to the desired value of r = 1.3. This implies
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there is an uncertainty of up to 3% when evaluating the grid quality by GCI. The results
and discussions of grid convergence index are illustrated in Chapter. 5.1.

Table 3.1: Local refinement ratio from seven consecutive refined grids.
Sub-domain

r121

r23

r34

r45

r56

r67

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Whole domain

1.333
1.333
1.333
1.305
1.319
1.305
1.292
1.278
1.301

1.250
1.250
1.250
1.298
1.274
1.298
1.323
1.348
1.306

1.317
1.317
1.300
1.295
1.314
1.312
1.293
1.290
1.300

1.304
1.304
1.308
1.304
1.302
1.300
1.302
1.300
1.302

1.332
1.332
1.294
1.291
1.309
1.298
1.300
1.298
1.298

1.306
1.306
1.318
1.308
1.295
1.296
1.297
1.299
1.300

 max(%)
2.5
2.5
2.5
0.7
2.0
0.9
1.8
3.7
0.5

1

The subscript 1 represents the calculation of r involved with the coarsest grid while subscript 6
represents the calculation involved with the finest grid.

3.3 Time-dependent Particle Tracing
The CFD models and the grid convergence index were introduced in section 3.1 and 3.2,
respectively. In order to analyze the mass transfer effect, I released virtual mass-less
particles into the flow domain obtained from the micro scale CFD model, and calculated
the trajectories of the particles. The calculations of the particle trajectories are
demonstrated by using time-dependent particle tracing algorithm shown in this section.


In the Eulerian reference frame, the mathematical definition for pathline r is given by the
integration of velocity of the particle over time as shown below


r 

t t0

 
v ( r (t ), t )dt

(3.9)
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where v is the velocity at which particle is being located. Given a certain v as functions



of position and time, the integration will begin at a specified initial position r (t0 ) [15].
Particle trajectories were evaluated numerically using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta
method in this study (see details in Appendix B). The initial positions of particles are
shown in Appendix C.
The particle tracing algorithm used to calculate particle trajectories was similar to the one
described by Kenwright et al. [16]. The essential steps in tracing algorithm for individual
particle are
1. Obtain the initial location of a particle released at time t0 .
2. Find out which element contains the particle based on the current location of the
particle.
3. Evaluate the velocity of the particle based on the element node velocities and
particle’s natural coordinates.
4. Integrate particle velocity over the time interval to estimate the particle’s next
location. The fourth order Runge-Kutta method was used for integration. Because
of the moving grid and time-dependent tracing, step 4 may involve repeated
applications of steps 2 and 3.
5. Repeat steps 2 to 4 through all time steps.

A primary step for particle tracing is to find which element contains the particle. This can
be achieved by calculating the natural coordinates of the particle. The natural coordinates,
also called barycentric coordinates, are local non-dimensional coordinates for an element
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(Fig. 3.4). In the finite element method, the natural coordinates are introduced by using
term “shape function” in the isoparametric element. Here I use term “natural coordinate”
for conformance with the method described by Kenwright et al. [16]. For a triangular

Figure 3.4: Triangular element in natural and physical coordinate spaces.

element, the natural coordinates are constructed directly from the physical coordinates by
a linear transform matrix as given by
    x  x1   x2  x1
 
   
   y  y1   y2  y1

x3  x1 

y3  y1 

1

(3.10)

where x and y are the particle positions, respectively and x i and y i are the node positions
of the element. Figure 3.4 illustrates a particle mapping from the physical coordinates to
the natural coordinates in an isoparametric triangular element.
In addition, the natural coordinates can be used for determining whether or not the particle
is located inside a certain element, and thus for element searching algorithms. Three
conditions for this searching are given by
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  0,   0, 1      0.

(3.11)

Figure 3.5: Seven regions for possible particle location around element based on the
natural coordinates in triangular element.

If any of these conditions is invalid, then the particle is placed outside the element. Based
on this idea, I isolated seven regions for possible particle locations around the element
(Fig. 3.5). In the element searching loop, therefore, there are two subroutines for checking
grid elements. They are
1. Define a search window of a certain radius centered at the location of the released
particle and compute the natural coordinates among a set of elements within this
search window. By checking the three conditions (equation 3.11) of those natural
coordinates, the element associated with this particle can be determined.
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2. After finding the element at the initial time step, the elements in the rest of time
step are determined by sequential checking the seven conditions (Fig. 3.5). Here,
the natural coordinates was calculated by using the particle position at current time
step and the node positions of the element at previous time step.
For better understanding, I use an example to explain the second subroutine. For instance,
1 of the triangular element in Fig 3.5. If the
the particle is initially located in region ○

particle has crossed the   0 boundary at the next time step, we then calculate particle’s
natural coordinates using the new position of the particle and the node positions of the
triangular element based on Equation 3.10. Because we find whether the calculated
3 , the element adjacent to the   0 boundary will
natural coordinates satisfy condition ○

be the candidate for the next checking in the element search loop. In the next element
search step, the adjacent element also has seven neighboring regions. Here, we calculate
the particle’s natural coordinates using the new position of the particle and the node
positions of the adjacent triangular element. If the natural coordinates match with
1 , the loop will stop and the natural coordinates with the node velocities of
condition ○

this element will be saved for particle tracking in the RK4 loop. Although a particle may
cross adjacent elements because of the moving grid features, this approach is still valid.
The searching direction always points to the current position of the particle, and thus the
element search loop will find out the element that contains this particle after a few
iterations.
Once we determine the element associated with the particle, the velocity of the particle is
then interpolated by using the node velocities of the element. There are several techniques
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that used for the spatial interpolation of velocity, such as physical space linear
interpolation, volume weighted interpolation, and linear basis function interpolation. We
used the linear basis function interpolation because the velocity of the particle can be
interpolated by the natural coordinates computed during the element searching loop [17].
The equation is given by



 
 
u p  u1  u2  u1   u3  u1 

(3.12)

 


where u p is the velocity of the particle, u1 , u 2 and u 3 are the node velocities of the element.
The velocity of the particle was integrated over the time step using the fourth order RungeKutta method to determine the displacement increment. By adding the displacement
increment with the previous position of the particle, the particle trajectories were
estimated, in other words, the patterns of particle positions changing with respect to time
were obtained. These particle patterns will be visualized and analyzed in the spatial point
analysis. In the next chapter, two methods for exploring the spatial point pattern will be
demonstrated.
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Chapter 4
Point Pattern Analysis of Mass Transfer
4.1 Introduction
The point pattern analysis is a method for exploring the spatial configurations of point
patterns [18]. A spatial point pattern is simply a set of point locations that corresponds to
an event, rather than specific values assigned to them. For example, a set of points that
shows the locations of tree or people with a particular disease is a point pattern. This
method has been fully developed and widely studied in ecology, while the applications
are now widespread in astronomy, geography, and biology [18]. For spatial point patterns,
it is often concerned that if the point pattern is spatially structured in some particular way,
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for instance, clustered or dispersed. Clark and Evans (1954) proposed that the
distributions for point pattern can be sorted into uniform, random, and clustered
distributions (Fig. 4.1) [19]. The clustered pattern has all the points near certain locations,
whereas uniform pattern has points regularly distributed. For a two-dimensional (2D) case,
a perfect uniform distribution of points can would be an even, hexagonal pattern, and
every point will be equidistant from six neighboring points [20]. In random distribution,

Figure 4.1: Illustrations of uniform, random, and clustered point patterns.

it is assumed that all points have an equal chance of occurring in any subareas and every
sub-area has an equal chance of surrounding a point. Based on this presumption, Clark
and Evans deduced the models of complete spatial randomness (CSR) from a
homogeneous Poisson process (see [19] for details). The CSR model can be considered
as the null model with which spatial point patterns are compared, and then we may assess
how far an observed point pattern is departed from CSR model. The departure could be
towards either uniform or clustered distribution [21].
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There are a number of ways to analyze spatial point patterns based on stochastic methods.
In this study, we adopted quadrat count methods and nearest neighbor methods to analyze
spatial point patterns in comparison of CSR model, and to quantify the degree of departure
from complete spatial randomness. The quadrat count methods exam and the nearest
neighbor methods were the first- and second-order properties of a point pattern,
respectively. The first order properties describe the way how the spatial point pattern
varies across space while the second order properties describe the relationship among the
spatial point.

4.2 Quadrat Count Methods
The quadrat method is a grid-based sampling method that every individual point is counted
in a specified area, or quadrat [21]. It is usually conducted using quadrats placed in the
domain to form a regular grid. In this method, the mean value of individuals in each quadrat
is given by
N

1
M

M

N
i 1

i

(4.1)

where M is the number of quadrats placed in the domain, and N i is the number of
individual points in the i-th quadrat. Its variance is given by

2 

1 M
N i  N 2

M  1 i 1

(4.2)

Based on equation 4.1 and 4.2, the variance-to-mean ratio (VMR) can be a statistical tool
to measure the degree to which the observed point distribution departs from the CSR
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model. The distribution will be as random (Poisson distribution) if the VMR is equal to
one. The distribution tends towards being clustered or uniform for the VMR greater or
less than one, respectively.
The sampling grid for the quadrat method is shown in Appendix D.

4.3 Nearest Neighbor Methods
The nearest neighbor method measures the distance from each point to the nearest neighbor,
which provides the second-order properties of a point pattern for the basis of spatial
analysis. The mean distance of the nearest neighbor is given by
d 

1 n
 di
n i 1

(4.3)

where n is the number of points. d i is the i-th measurement of nearest distance. The mean
distance of the nearest neighbor expected from CSR model is given by
dE 

1

2 
#  A

A

(4.4)

where  is the mean intensity of a point pattern, #  A is the number of individual points
in subregion A, and A is the area of that subregion. Subscript E represents the expected
value. Based on equation 4.3 and 4.4, the ratio R  d d E can be used as a measure of the
degree to which the particle distribution departs from random distribution. There is an
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upper limit of R  2.1491 for indicating the perfectly uniform and a bottom limit of
R  0 for the maximum aggregation. In a random distribution, R  1 .

The cumulative frequency of nearest neighbor distances is another property of point pattern
obtained from nearest neighbor distance. The cumulative frequency distribution, also
called G function, is given by

G(d ) 

# (d i  d )
n

(4.5)

# ( d i  d ) is the number of points that the nearest distances are less than d. This equation
represents the proportion of nearest neighbor distances that are less than distance d.
Obtaining G for different values of d enables the assessment of the degree of clustering at
different spatial scales. The expected values of G for CSR model are given by
G E ( d )  1  e  d

2

(4.6)

In this chapter, the quadrat count method and the nearest neighbor method were briefly
introduced. These two methods will be utilized for the analysis of time-varying spatial
point pattern which can be obtained from the time-dependent particle tracing. The results
will be shown in section 5.3.
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Chapter 5
Results
5.1 Grid Convergence Study
The results of grid convergence index test are listed in Table 5.1 for velocity magnitudes
and in Table 5.2 for velocity directions, respectively. It was intractable to control the global
refinement ratio r to be exactly 1.3 as recommended because of non-uniform refinement.
As indicated in section 3.2.2, there is an up to 3% uncertainty of calculating GCI values
due to non-uniform refinement.
In Table 5.1, the root-mean-square value of the relative error of velocity magnitudes
decrease monotonically as grids being refined. In the last refinement of 25814-43602
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number of elements, increasing the grid resolution resulted  rms value in a slight rise
compared with the previous refinement (not shown in table due to truncation of significant
digits). This is because the solutions have already approached the exact solution and
achieved an upper limit in which numerical round-off error becomes more dominant than
the truncation error. As suggested by Longest et al., as long as a converged solution is
reached, the relative error will not significantly change in further grid refinement [22].
Table 5.1: Grid convergence measures for velocity magnitude.
 rms (%)c
Number of elementsa
rb
GCI (%)
r p GCI (%)d
1854-3138
3138-5352
5352-9038
9038-15320
15320-25814
25814-43602

1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.29
1.30

0.15
0.08
0.05
0.04
0.01
0.01

0.67
0.36
0.21
0.19
0.07
0.07

0.61
0.35
0.32
0.12
0.13

Table 5.2: Grid convergence measures for velocity direction.
 rms (%)c
Number of elementsa
rb
GCI (%)
r p GCI (%)d
1854-3138
3138-5352
5352-9038
9038-15320
15320-25814
25814-43602
a

5.30
4.54
0.99
2.81
2.77
1.30

23.04
19.72
4.32
12.23
12.05
5.64

33.32
7.30
20.66
20.36
9.53

Number of elements in coarser and finer grids.

b
c

1.30
1.30
1.30
1.30
1.29
1.30

Global refinement ratio from equation 3.6.

Root-mean-square value of relative errors from equation 3.4.

d

Equality for having solutions in the asymptotical range.

Therefore the last two refinements seem very close to the exact solutions because their GCI
values were very similar to each other. In addition, the r p GCI values indicate that the
refinements for velocity magnitude were within the asymptotical range.
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However, in Table 5.2, the root-mean-square values of the relative error of velocity
direction fluctuate as the grid being refined. It is unusual that the minimum  rms occurred
during an intermediate refinement. The GCI values are not monotonic convergence [14].
A similar issue was reported by Steffen et al. [22]. They noted that those results were
“located in a region of the computational mesh where mesh stretching could have affected

Figure 5.1: The relative error of velocity direction of local node point. This example is taken
by processing one grid refinement from the coarsest grid. Those node points are extracted
from the reference (coarsest) grid. Red is GCI checking points while blue is the boundary
points. Green is the points of  rms  1% . Inset: The compressed elements of the grid after
one refinement near Vorticella.
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the accuracy.” Inspired by this concept, the behavior of the relative error on the local node
points will be examined in the following paragraphs.
Figure 5.1 shows the local node point behavior of the velocity directions after one
refinement from the coarsest grid. As Steffen et al. stated, the anomalous results were found
within the region where the mesh was stretched [22]. In our case, the grids near the bottom
(small red circle) have relatively poor aspect ratio of element shape because of moving
mesh feature. Based on this idea, we observed that the green points, which indicate the
relative error of velocity directions larger than 1%, were located in the bottom area of the
grid. This observation may suggest that our case is similar to that of Steffen, but a few
things should be mentioned. First, the observed order of convergence was not verified due
to non-uniform refinement. The observed order of convergence may differ from the
theoretical order, p = 2, in our case [22]. Second, the interpolations from the refined grids
to the frame grid may introduce uncertainties although we have applied a high-order
interpolation method. Nevertheless, the compressing and expanding features of the moving
mesh may have introduced additional uncertainties to the velocity directions in the grid
convergence study.
The motivation for conducting grid convergence study was to choose the grid used for
macro and micro scale CFD models. It is ideal to choose the finest grid with the minimum

 rms and GCI, but it was too computationally demanding with the current computing
capability. Therefore, comprehensive consideration with computational resources was
necessary.
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By taking computing time into consideration, Fig. 5.2 shows which grids have been
optimized in terms of the adequate accuracy and the affordable computational demanding.
Based on Fig. 5.2, the grid of 5352 quadrilateral elements was adopted for CFD models
because the GCI value significantly improved with a relatively small increase of
computational time. The selected grid was shown in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 5.2: GCIs and computational time for consecutive refined grids. Red bar is the
computing time while blue bar is the GCI value from velocity magnitude.
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In this section, the coarse grid (reference grid) was used generate seven consecutive refined
grids based on the refinement control functions. The seven refined grids were investigated
by grid convergence index (GCI). Based on the observation with GCI values and
computing times, the grid of 5352 elements was selected for CFD models, then the
verification of the macro scale CFD model of Vorticella has been achieved. Before scaling
down this macro scale model, the validation between the experimental Vorticella model
and the macro scale CFD Vorticella model will be discussed in section 5.2.

5.2 Data Comparisons
The validation between experimental Vorticella model and the macro scale CFD Vorticella
model was achieved by comparing the velocities qualitatively and quantitatively. Figure
5.3 shows the qualitative comparisons of axial flow velocities which has been ensembleaveraged at 12 phases of the cycle from PTV experimental results and the velocities from
CFD results. Red indicates negative velocity and blue indicates positive velocity. Black is
approximately zero velocity and is used to distinguish between regions of positive and
negative velocity. The velocities of PTV correspond well with those of CFD. It can be
observed from both PTV and CFD results that a net flux formed and detached near the
sphere (indicated by red arrow). This net flux was driven by a ring vortex (observed in the
experiment) that generated during the reversion period of each cycle. The net flux would
be eventually detached from the sphere after reversal. Even though the velocities associated
with this net flux are very low, a net flux is produced. There is another net flux produced
near the ceiling (indicated by white arrow). This net flux was driven by a ring vortex that
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generated from the oscillating motion of the rod. It can be found this net flux is confined
near the ceiling. Those two net flux may elucidates a very interesting thing about the flow.
The net flux confined within the boundary servers as a quasi-steady state region that receive
fluid transport while the net flux detached from the sphere servers as a region that transfers
fluid to the ceiling. Although the experimental cycle differs from the cycle of a real
Vorticella, an effective transfer of fluid may exist.
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Figure 5.3: Contour plot of axial velocity (along the axis of motion) from PTV (panel upper:
courtesy of Dr. Admiraal) and CFD (panel bottom) results. Red indicating negative velocity
and blue indicating positive velocity (negative is towards the boundary). The unit of contour
bar is m/s.
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In addition, the flow field in the CFD simulation in Fig. 5.3 is axisymmetric. However, the
flow field in the PTV experiments can be found it is not completely axisymmetric flow.
The reasons are: 1) The shadow of the sphere (Fig. 2.1b) may introduce additional
uncertainties in measuring the flow velocities in PTV experiments. 2) The rectangular
experimental tank is obviously not axisymmetric. It may have small influence when
making the assumption of axisymmetric flow.
Overall, the comparisons of contour plot of axial velocity between PTV and CFD result in
a good agreement.
Alternatively, I also compared the velocities at three specific time points. Figure 5.4
compares PTV (green) and simulated CFD (red) velocity vectors at t = 12π, 13π, and 14π
seconds, which correspond to the sphere position at the farthest from the ceiling, the half
way, and the closest to the ceiling (indicated in Fig. 2.2). The shape of the PTV and CFD
vectors are very similar at t = 13π seconds when the sphere reached its maximum velocity.
Substantial deviations are found near the filament. Because the PTV measurement could
not obtain precise velocity vectors near the boundary, the PTV velocities could be biased
to be lower than CFD velocities. For t = 12π and 14π seconds, velocity vectors also show
similarity between PTV and CFD except a slight difference near the sphere during these
flow reversal phases. This is because the vortex formed during flow reversal prohibited
PTV measurement from precisely capturing velocity with high gradient inside the vortex.
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Figure 5.4: Ensemble-averaged PTV (green) and CFD (red) velocities at (1) 12π seconds,
(2) 13π seconds, and (3) 14π seconds after start of cycle. Scale bar (grey): 1.0cm. Scale
bar (yellow): 1.5 cm/s. Images are courtesy of Dr. Admiraal.

Figure 5.5 shows quantitative comparisons of scatter plots of velocity magnitude and
direction at t = 12π, 13π, and 14π seconds from PTV and CFD results. The locations for
the comparison of PTV and CFD are grouped into three regions: points nearest to the
boundary (hollow circles), points farthest from the boundary (solid circles), and points next
to the rod (solid triangles). The direction of velocity is given in radians. Overall, both the
velocity magnitude and direction result in good agreement between PTV and CFD at (b) t
= 13π seconds, when the sphere was accelerated to its maximum speed and the velocity
field is strongly influenced by the sphere. But the points near the filament have obvious
deviations between PTV and CFD velocities (indicated in red box). This is because for
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PTV experiment, it may be difficult to accurately measure the velocity vectors adjacent to
the filament in current situation.
For (a) t = 12π and (b) t = 14π seconds, significant deviations are observed in Fig. 5.5. This
is because the highly shear flow inside the detained vortex during flow reversal increased
the scatter in the comparison between PTV and CFD.
The main differences of flow field in PTV and CFD data comparison are summarized as
follows:
1. The flow field is not axisymmetric due to the shadow of the sphere and the
rectangular tank used in PTV experiment.
2. The velocity vectors of the point near the filament are difference between CFD and
PTV.
3. The velocity vectors are difference when there is a detained vortex near the sphere
during flow reversal.
Considering the overall quality of the data comparisons, the macro scale CFD model of
Vorticella has been validated and was then scaled down to the size of the prototype
Vorticella for the evaluation of mass transfer effect in the following section.
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Figure 5.5: Scatter plot of velocity magnitude and direction at (a) 12π seconds, (b) 13π
seconds, and (3) 14π seconds from start of cycle. Images are courtesy of Dr. Admiraal.
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5.3 Evaluation of Mass Transfer
The virtual mass-less particles were released into the flow field which is induced by the
contraction-relaxation cycle (from 10 cycles to 100 cycles) of the micro scale Vorticella
CFD model. By calculating the particle trajectories, I obtained a set of time-varying spatial
point patterns of the particles. The analysis of the spatial point patterns will be illustrated
in this section.
Figure 5.6 visualizes the transport and the aggregation of the point pattern after different
numbers of Vorticella’s contraction-relaxation cycle. The visualizations were achieved
using quadrat count method. Because one individual cycle of Vorticella is 4 seconds, the
complete cycle lasts about 6 minute long. According to the figure, the point pattern is
converted from a uniform distribution to a clustered distribution steadily, and the entire
point pattern is propagated away from the vicinity of the prototype Vorticella radially.
Obviously, this is because the mass transfer effect near the prototype Vorticella is
significantly higher than those distant regions. Another interesting observation is the higher
concentrated aggregation in the spatial point pattern. In panels B-J, this high concentrated
aggregation pattern tends to enlarge from small to large area as the number of cycle
increases. The high concentrated aggregation pattern was initially formed in the vicinity of
Vorticella, and then moved away from the sphere radially.
Overall, the repeating cycles of the prototype Vorticella resulted in an effective mass
transfer effect across the study domain. This mass transfer effect was visualized by quadrat
count method, and then the nearest neighbor method will be used to quantify the mass
transfer effect.
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Figure 5.6: Visualization of particle aggregation patterns. A-J represents the aggregation
pattern from 10 cycles to 100 cycles with an increment of 10 cycles. Red was the element
which contains more than 10 number of particles while blue was the element with zero
number of particles.

Figure 5.7 shows the ratio between the mean distance of the nearest neighbor and its
expected value from the purely random point pattern (the CSR model) at different numbers
of cycles. The ratio gives us the degree to how far a spatial point pattern departs from the
random distribution. The departure could be either towards uniform or clustered.
For 10-20 contraction-relaxation cycles, the ratio is larger than unity, which implies that
point patterns are towards uniform distribution. However, the ratio is smaller than unity
after 20 cycles, which indicates a growing tendency of clustering emerged after this time
point. The upper limit of ratio R = 2.1491 standing for the perfect uniformity is on the
opposite way to the ratio trend. This may suggest that the particles in the oscillating
contraction-relaxation Vorticella cycle tend to form aggregation pattern instead of
dispersion pattern. This aggregation pattern can be also observed from Fig. 5.6.
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Figure 5.7: Ratio between mean nearest distance and its expected value from CSR model.

Figure 5.8 shows the cumulative frequency (or G function) distribution over the nearest
distances. This figure allows us to assess the degree of clustering at different spatial scales.
For instance, the proportion of points with the nearest distances of less than 1 μm is about
0.35 from particle pattern at 10 cycles and about 0.65 from the CSR model. This indicates
that the point pattern of 10 cycles has less points within the smaller distance than that of
CSR model, which means the CSR model are more clustered relative to the pattern of 10
cycles. It is noticeable that those cumulative frequency distributions tend to converge into
one curve. This may indicate that the particle distributions will no longer change
significantly even if the cycle continues to repeat.
According to the above discussion, we concluded that the released particles will form an
aggregation pattern with a high concentrated area in the flow field induced by the
oscillating cycle of Vorticella. This aggregation pattern will be transferred away from the
region near the Vorticella, but suspended in a distant area even though the oscillating cycle
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of Vorticella is still active. This would be an evidence that the mass transfer effect has been
enhanced near the Vorticella.

Figure 5.8: Cumulative frequency versus nearest neighbor distance.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
6.1 Summary
Vorticella convallaria is a sessile ciliated protozoa living in water. It has a bell-shaped
zooid with two motile organelles: ciliary bands and a contractile stalk. Vorticella has been
regarded as a biological spring because its contractile stalk coils pulling the zooid towards
the substrate in a remarkably high speed and then relaxes. The relaxation phase is
significantly slower than the contraction phase. Based on this highly asymmetric stalk
motion, the induced flow field shows distinctive characterizations on fluid dynamics.
However, it is unknown that why Vorticella contracts its coiling stalk. To answer this
question, I assumed that the Vorticella utilizes the asymmetric flow field induced by the
stalk contraction-relaxation motion to augment mass transfer effect near the Vorticella.
I investigated this assumption by using experimental method with particle tracking
velocimetry and computational method with CFD. The experimental Vorticella model was
compared with the macro scale CFD model of Vorticella in CFD for validation. The grid
quality of computational models has been checked by grid convergence index for
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verification. After being validated and verified, the macro scale CFD model of Vorticella
has been linearly decreased to the real Vorticella dimension, which was termed as micro
scale CFD model of Vorticella. The mass transfer effect has been investigated using this
micro scale CFD model.
The qualitative and quantitative comparisons between PTV and CFD resulted in good
agreements. The GCI values of velocity magnitude are less than 1%. By taking into account
both grid quality and the computational demanding, the optimized grid of 5352 elements
has been chosen for the CFD models for verificaiton. The time-dependent particle tracing
provided time-varying spatial point patterns of released particles for further analysis of
mass transfer effect of Vorticella. In the spatial point pattern analysis, the particle
distributions tended to form an aggregation pattern associated with a high concentrated
area in the flow field induced by the oscillating cycle of Vorticella. The downward trend
of ratio R in the nearest neighbor method also supported this observation. Overall, the
released particles was transferred away from the vicinity of the Vorticella radially as
Vorticella continued on oscillating motions, which indicated the mass transfer effect has
been enhanced near the Vorticella.

6.2 Future Work
In addition to the 2D axisymmetric CFD-based Vorticella model, a 3D computational
model of Vorticella can be developed for simulating flow caused by a cluster of Vorticella.
Figure 7.1 shows a preliminary 3D CFD model for a quarter of Vorticella. By assigning
different boundary conditions for the sides of the model, we can simulate flow in different
arrays of clustered Vorticella. By changing the width of the computational domain, we can
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evaluate the effect of spacing between neighboring Vorticella. This 3D-based Vorticella
model help us to understand the flow structure in 3D space and to test whether the stalk
contraction-relaxation cycle of multiple Vorticella can enhance mixing.

Figure. 6.1 A quarter of a 3D-based Vorticella CFD model. Window: Larger view of grid in
the vicinity of Vorticella. The sphere represent the cell body, H and W are the height and
width of the computational domain, respectively.
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Appendix A
Grid Convergence Index
The Grid Convergence Index (GCI) was first proposed by Roache [13] in the uniform
reporting of grid of grid convergence studies in computational fluid dynamics. The basic
concept of GCI is derived from Richardson Extrapolation. In Richardson Extrapolation,
the discretized solution f can be regarded as the summation of the exact solution f exact
and a series representation of truncation errors in the grid spacing h

f  f exact  g1h  g 2 h 2  g 3 h 3   g n h n

(A.1)

The functions g1 , g 2 , …, g n are defined in the continuum (from Taylor expansion) and
are independent of the discretization method. For a second-order method  g1  0  , the
Richardson Extrapolation with two different step sizes can be expressed as

f1  f exact  g 2 h12  H .O.T
f 2  f exact  g 2 h22  H .O.T

(A.2)
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where H .O.T refers to higher order terms, h1 is the smaller spacing (fine grid) while h2 is
the larger spacing (coarse grid). So we can eliminate g 2 by solving equation A.2, so as to
obtain a more accurate estimate of f exact , that is

f exact 

h22 f1  h12 f 2
 H .O.T
h22  h12

(A.3)

We then define the grid refinement ratio r  h2 h1 , equation A.3 can be simplified as

f exact  f1 

 f1  f 2 
r2 1

(A.4)

From equation A.4, we may find that the Richardson Extrapolation estimates a more
accurate solution by carefully combining two relatively low accurate approximations. It
is often stated that equation A.4 is fourth-order accurate if f 1 and f 2 are second-order
accurate. A more generalized Richardson Extrapolation can be obtained by assuming pth order methods and r-value of grid ratio, which gives,

f exact  f1 

 f1  f 2 
r p 1

(A.5)

where p is the order of convergence or the order of accuracy [22]. In finite element
method, if we choose a second-order shape function for quadrilateral element, then p = 2
and the extrapolation is p+2 order accurate.
Equation A.5 allows us to introduce an error estimator E of the fine grid solution,
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E fine grid  


r 1
p

f f
 2 1
f1

The predicted



(A.6)

value of equation 2.25 from a grid doubling (insert additional node

in the middle of two nodes) with a second order method was accepted by the CFD
community as within the asymptotic range of convergence. Therefore, by relating the

 obtained by any grid convergence study (whatever p and r ) to the  value from
the grid doubling with the second order method ( p = 2, r = 2), the Grid Convergence
Index (GCI) would be given by
GCI fine grid   3


r 1
p

The GCI shows the commonality in the systematic grid refinement study.

(A.7)
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Appendix B
Runge-Kutta Methods
In numerical analysis, the Runge-Kutta methods are a family of ordinary differential
equation (ODE) solvers that include the Euler and Trapezoid Methods. The most common
Runge-Kutta methods is its fourth-order method, which is often referred to as “RK4”. The

 

5
RK4 method has the local truncation error of the order of O h , while the total

 

4
accumulated error is on the order of O h . The order of accuracy of RK4 method is

considerable higher than either the Forward Euler or Trapezoid methods, while its
simplicity and ease of programming make RK4 method as a popular ODE solver in most
practical applications [23]. The formula for the fourth order Runge-Kutta method is given
below. Consider the problem

r '  f t , r t 

 r t0   r0

(B.1)


where r is the position vector. Because the RK4 method is a one-step method, it requires



an initial condition r t0  to get started. We define h to be the time step size, i.e.,

ti1  ti  h . Then the RK4 equations are given by
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r ti  h   r ti  
K1  hf ti , r 

1
K1  2 K 2  2 K 3  K 4 
6

1
1 

K 2  hf  ti  h, r  K1 
2
2 

1
1


K 3  hf  ti  h, r  K 2 
2
2 


(B.2)

K 4  hf ti  h, r  K 3 

The basic idea of RK4 method is to predict a value at the next time step by adding the
value at the current time step with the weighted average of four increments. This four
increments can be considered as an improved estimate for the slope of the solution in the
interval of each time step (Fig B.1) Here p i is the current value of a position vector and

pi 1 is the value at the next time step predicted by adding p i with the weighted average of
four increments. K1 is the increment taken from the slop at the left end of the interval. K 2
is the increment taken from the slop used in the midpoint of the interval but started at the
halfway of K1 . K3 is the increment based on the slop in the midpoint of the interval but
started at the halfway of K 2 . K 4 is the increment based on the right end of the interval
but started at the end point of K 3 . Each increment has its own weighting average factor
(shown in the lines of different colors).
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Figure B.1: Illustration of RK4 method in two dimensional space.
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Appendix C
Initial Positions of Particles

z
Figure C.1: The initial positions of particles. There were 5800 particles released in a 150
μm wide by 180 μm high study area close to Vorticella. Inset: The point were arranged in
a uniformly spaced hexagonal pattern with the inter-point distance of 1.8 μm in each group.
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Appendix D
Sampling Grid for the Quadrat Method
A uniformly distributed rectangular grid with the adjustable sample element was utilized
for the quadrat methods to quantify the density of particles and then to investigate and
visualize the mass transfer effect of Vorticella cycles. As concerned by most literatures,
the size of the sample element for quadrat method may introduce additional uncertainties.
If the element are too large, large variations will be averaged out. In contract, if elements
are too small, fine scale spatial variation may be captured, but there may be many empty
elements. One general rule is that an appropriate quadrat size is approximated as twice
the size of the area per point [21]. For a rectangular quadrat, the length of the side hence
is

L

2A
N

(D.1)

where A is the study area, and N is the total number of released particle. In our case,

L  2 150 180 / 5800  3 μm. Therefore, the element size was determined to be 3×3.6
μm. However, choosing the size of element may be still crucial and probably require more
experiences.
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Figure D.1: A uniform distributed rectangular elements for quadrat methods. There are
2450 elements placed in a 150×180 μm area close to Vorticella.

